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ABSTRACT: We consider topological twisting of recently constructed Chern-Simons-
matter theories in three dimensions withN = 4 or higher supersymmetry. We enumerate
physically inequivalent twistings for each N , and find two different twistings for N = 4,
one for N = 5, 6, and four for N = 8. We construct the two types of N = 4 topological
theories, which we call A/B-models, in full detail. The A-model has been recently stud-
ied by Kapustin and Saulina. The B-model is new and it consists solely of a Chern-Simons
term of a complex gauge field up to BRST-exact terms. We also compare the new theories
with topological Yang-Mills theories and find some interesting connections. In particu-
lar, the A-model seems to offer a new perspective on Casson invariant and its relation to
Rozansky-Witten theory.
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1. Introduction
For the past two years, a large class of new Chern-Simons-matter theories has been dis-
covered. Since the seminal work of Bagger and Lambert [1] and Gustavsson [2] (BLG),
where a theory with maximal N = 8 was first constructed, the list of supersymmetric
Chern-Simons theories has expanded quickly.
Gaiotto and Witten [3] (GW) gave a general prescription for coupling Chern-Simons
theory to hyper-multiplets, allowing for construction of a large class of new theories at
once. It was soon augmented [4] by adding twisted hyper-multiplets, so that all N ≥ 4
theories can be understood in a unified way in the GW framework. 1
1We will focus exclusively on N ≥ 4 theories. See, for instance, some early works [5–7] and a recent
review [8] for N ≤ 3 theories,
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The scalar fields of N = 4 theories can describe a sigma model with a hyper-Ka¨hler
target space. The N ≥ 5 theories have much less freedom for their target spaces: flat
spaces and their orbifolds. An exhaustive list ofN ≥ 5 theories can be found in [9–11].
The main goal of this paper is to study topological field theories obtained by twisting
the new Chern-Simons-matter theories. There are two well-known topological theories
in three dimensions: pure Chern-Simons theory [12] and Rozansky-Witten theory [13].
The latter is a twisted version of N = 4 sigma model without gauge symmetry. Clearly,
topological twisting of Chern-Simons-matter theories would lead to a mixture of pure
Chern-Simons and Rozansky-Witten theories. It is conceivable that the mixed theory may
shed light on relations between the two seemingly different theories. In this paper, we
take a first step toward understanding the new topological theories.
In section 2, we begin by writing down the physicalN = 4 theories in full generality.
It was already done in [9] for flat target space. For non-linear hyper-Ka¨hler target spaces,
the recipe was given in [3], but the explicit form of the Lagrangian and supersymmetry
transformation rules were not available in the literature.
We then proceed to topological twisting in section 3. First, we enumerate all possible
inequivalent twistings forN ≥ 4 theories, 2 summarized in the following table:
N = 4 (hyper-multiplet only) A/B
N = 4 (hyper + twisted hyper), 5, 6 AB
N = 8 AB/C/D/E
Table 1: Topological twistings of N ≥ 4 Chern-Simons-matter theories.
For N = 4 theories with SO(4) ≃ SU(2)L × SU(2)R R-symmetry, we can use either of
the two SU(2) factors for twisting with the Lorentz group SU(2)E. When the N = 4
theory contains hyper-multiplets but no twisted hyper-multiplets, the two choices lead to
different topological theories, which we call A and B models. The distinction disappears
when the theory contains both types of hyper-multiplets, which is automatically true of
N = 5, 6 theories. We call the result AB-model. For N = 8 theories, the triality of SO(8)
offers three new possibilities aside from the AB-model, which we call C/D/E models.
The C-twisting of the BLG theory has been considered in [14], while the A-model has
been studied in a recent paper [15] which have some overlap with the current work.
In the remainder of section 3, we explicitly construct the A/B/AB-models in the
N = 4 notation and study their properties. The scalar super-charges of the A-model are
nilpotent up to a gauge transformation, while nilpotency in the B-model holds up to the
equations of motion for the fermions. A BRST gauge fixing and introduction of auxiliary
fields renders the super-charges fully nilpotent. Topological invariance of the resulting
2Note that N = 4 is the minimal number of supersymmetry for twisting. The N = 3 case is excluded
because the supercharges form a triplet under the SO(3) R-symmetry and a doublet under the Lorentz sym-
metry, so that none of the supercharges become scalar under the twisted Lorentz symmetry.
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Lagrangian is verified in the usual manner by splitting the Lagrangian into a manifestly
metric-independent part and a Q-exact part.
In section 4, we take a preliminary step toward the computation of topological in-
variants from the new theories. Inspired by the Mukhi-Papageorgakis (MP) map [16]
relating Chern-Simons and Yang-Mills theories, we compare our new theories with more
well-known topological theories in the literature, and argue that the linear A-model with
gauge group SU(2)× SU(2) should capture the Casson invariant. The MP map also sug-
gests that A-model is naturally related to the Rozansky-Witten theory [13] as well. We
also speculate briefly on how the A and B-models may make contact with the pure Chern-
Simons theory [12].
2. Chern-Simons sigma model
In this section, we write down the most general form of Chern-Simons sigma model in
(2 + 1) dimensions. We first review the linear model constructed in [3] and extended
in [4]. Then we write down the non-linear model following the prescription given in [3].
We will mostly follow notations of [4], except for an overall rescaling of matter fields.
2.1 Linear model
We start with an Sp(2n) group and let A, B indices run over a 2n-dimensional represen-
tation. We denote the anti-symmetric invariant tensor of Sp(2n) by ωAB and choose all
the generators tAB to be anti-Hermitian (2n × 2n) matrices, such that tAB ≡ ωACtCB are
symmetric matrices. We consider a Chern-Simons gauge theory whose gauge group is a
subgroup of Sp(2n) and we denote the anti-Hermitian generators of the gauge group by
(tm)AB which satisfy the commutation relations,
[tm, tn] = f mn pt
p . (2.1)
Gauge fields are denoted by (Am)µ and the adjoint indices are raised or lowered by an
invariant quadratic form kmn or its inverse kmn of the gauge group.
We couple the gauge theory with a hyper-multiplet matter fields (qAα ,ψ
A
α˙ ) satisfying
the reality condition
(qAα )
∗ = ǫαβωABqBβ , (ψ
A
α˙ )
∗ = ǫα˙β˙ωABψBβ˙ . (2.2)
We use (α, β; α˙, β˙) doublet indices for the SU(2)L × SU(2)R R-symmetry group.
The necessary and sufficient condition forN = 4 supersymmetry [3] is that tmAB satisfy
the “fundamental identity”,
kmnt
m
(ABt
n
C)D = 0, (2.3)
where the indices A, B,C are symmetrized over cyclic permutations. This identity can be
understood [3] as the Jacobi identity for three fermionic generators of a Lie super-algebra,
[Mm, Mn] = f mnpM
p, [Mm,QA] = QB(t
m)BA, {QA,QB} = tmAB Mm. (2.4)
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This turns out to be a rather strong constraint on the field content of the theory. Namely,
the gauge group and the matter content should be such that the gauge symmetry alge-
bra can be extended to a Lie super-algebra by adding fermionic generators in one-to-one
correspondence with hyper-multiplets.
To write down the Lagrangian in a manifestly N = 4 covariant form, it is useful to
introduce the “moment map” multiplet,
µmαβ ≡ tmABqAα qBβ , jmαβ˙ ≡ tmABqAα ψBβ˙ , ρmα˙β˙ ≡ tmABψAα˙ ψBβ˙ . (2.5)
As for the Chern-Simons term in the Lagrangian, we use the notation
LCS(A) ≡ εµνλ
(
kmn A
m
µ ∂νA
n
λ +
1
3
fmnpA
m
µ A
n
ν A
p
λ
)
(2.6)
As our discussion in this paper will be mostly classical, we will suppress an overall coef-
ficient of the Lagrangian, which should satisfy an integrality condition to make the quan-
tum theory well-defined.
Collecting all notations, we can summarize the Lagrangian of the Gaiotto-Witten
model,
L = LCS(A) + ωAB
(
−ǫαβDqAα DqBβ + iǫα˙β˙ψAα˙ D/ ψBβ˙
)
−ikmnǫαβǫγ˙δ˙ jmαγ˙ jnβδ˙ −
1
12
fmnp(µ
m)αβ(µ
n)
β
γ(µ
p)γα , (2.7)
and its supersymmetry transformation rules
δqAα = iηα
α˙ψAα˙ , δA
m
µ = iη
αα˙γµ j
m
αα˙ ,
δψAα˙ =
[
D/ qAα +
1
3
kmn(t
m)ABq
B
β(µ
n)
β
α
]
ηαα˙ . (2.8)
The supersymmetryparameter η transforms in the (2, 2) representation of SU(2)L× SU(2)R
and satisfies the reality condition3
(ηα
α˙)∗ = −ǫαβǫα˙β˙ηβ β˙ . (2.9)
To obtain the most general N = 4 Chern-Simons (linear) sigma model, one should
add twisted hyper-multiplets (q˜Aα˙ , ψ˜
A
α ) to the Gaiotto-Witten model [4]. The gauge gener-
ators t˜mAB also satisfy the fundamental identity (2.3) and define the twisted moment map
multiplet similar to (2.5). It is also useful to introduce yet another notation,
µmn = ǫαβ(tmtn)ABq
A
α q
B
β , µ˜
mn = ǫα˙β˙(t˜m t˜n)AB q˜
A
α˙ q˜
B
β˙
. (2.10)
The full Lagrangian is given by
L = LCS(A) + ωAB
(
−ǫαβDqAα DqBβ + iǫα˙β˙ψAα˙ D/ ψBβ˙
)
+ ωAB
(
−ǫα˙β˙Dq˜Aα˙ Dq˜Bβ˙ + iǫαβψ˜Aα D/ ψ˜Bβ
)
−ikmn
(
ǫαβǫγ˙δ˙ jmαγ˙ j
n
βδ˙
+ ǫα˙β˙ǫγδ j˜mα˙γ j˜
n
β˙δ
+ 4ǫαγǫβ˙δ˙ jm
αβ˙
j˜n
δ˙γ
− ǫα˙γ˙ǫβ˙δ˙µ˜m
α˙β˙
ρn
γ˙δ˙
− ǫαγǫβδµmαβρ˜γδ
)
− 1
12
fmnp
(
(µm)αβ(µ
n)
β
γ(µ
p)γα + (µ˜
m)α˙
β˙
(µ˜n)
β˙
γ˙(µ˜
p)γ˙α˙
)
−1
2
µ˜mn(µm)
α
β(µn)
β
α − 1
2
µmn(µ˜m)
α˙
β˙
(µ˜n)
β˙
α˙ . (2.11)
3In [9], the same reality condition was stated with a wrong sign.
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The supersymmetry transformation rules read
δqAα = iη
α˙
α ψ
A
α˙ , δq˜
A
α˙ = iη
α
α˙ψ˜
A
α , δA
m
µ = iη
αα˙γµ(j
m
αα˙ + j˜
m
α˙α) ,
δψAα˙ =
[
/DqAα +
1
3
(tm)
A
Bq
B
β(µ
m)
β
α
]
ηαα˙ − (tm)ABqBβ(µ˜m)β˙α˙ηββ˙ ,
δψ˜Aα =
[
/Dq˜Aα˙ +
1
3
(t˜m)
A
Bq˜
B
β˙
(µ˜m)
β˙
α˙
]
η α˙α − (t˜m)ABq˜Bβ˙(µm)
β
αη
β˙
β . (2.12)
Mass deformation The N = 4 superconformal Chern-Simons theories allow a mass-
deformation which preserves all of the Poincare´ supersymmetry [4] (See also [9, 17, 18]).
For the Gaiotto-Witten model, the deformation amounts to adding the mass terms and a
quartic interaction term to the Lagrangian,
Lmass = −ωABkmn
(
m2ǫαβqAα q
B
β + imǫ
α˙β˙ψAα˙ ψ
B
β˙
)
− 2
3
m kmn(µ
m)αβ(µ
n)βα . (2.13)
One show that the mass-deformed Lagrangian still preserves the N = 4 supersymmetry,
provided that the supersymmetry transformation rule for the fermion is also modified by
an additional term,
δmassψ
A
α˙ = mq
A
α η
α
α˙ . (2.14)
The deformed supersymmetry algebra contains a non-central extension,{
Qαα˙,Qββ˙
}
=
(
γµǫ−1
)
Pµǫ
αβǫα˙β˙ + ǫ−12m
(
ǫαβRα˙β˙ − ǫα˙β˙Rαβ) , (2.15)
where Rαβ, Rα˙β˙ denote the generators of SU(2)L × SU(2)R.
It follows from (2.15) that for the mass deformation of the general theory with both
types of hyper-multiplets, themass parameters of the hyper- and twisted hyper-multiplets
should be equal. The mass-deformed term in the Lagrangian of the general theory turns
out to be the sum of the contributions from the two types of multiplets.
Lmass = −ωAB
(
m2ǫαβqAa q
B
b + m
2ǫα˙β˙q˜Aα˙ q˜
B
β˙
+ imǫα˙β˙ψAα˙ ψ
B
β˙
− imǫαβψ˜Aα ψ˜Bβ
)
−2
3
m kmn
(
(µm)αβ(µ
n)βα − (µ˜m)α˙β˙(µ˜n)β˙α˙
)
. (2.16)
The supersymmetry transformation rules for fermion fields are again modified as
δmassψ
A
α˙ = mq
A
α η
α
α˙ , δmassψ˜
A
α = mq˜
A
α˙ η
α˙
α . (2.17)
2.2 Non-linear model
The linear sigma model explained above can be generalized to a non-linear model [3]
whose target space is a hyper-Ka¨hler manifold X. The scalar fields are now local coordi-
nates qi on X (i = 1, · · · , 4n = dimX). We begin this subsection with a brief review of
hyper-Ka¨hler geometry, closely following [13], and move on to describe the sigma model
as explained in [3].
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Hyper-Ka¨hler geometry The hyper-Ka¨hler structure of X can be described by the ex-
istence of anti-symmetric inner products ωAB and ǫαβ, which leads to three symplectic
forms
Ωαβ = ωABǫαγǫβδ e
Aγ ∧ eBδ . (2.18)
We introduced the hyper-Ka¨hler vielbein satisfying
eAα = eAαi dq
i, deA + ΓAB ∧ eB = 0 , (2.19)
where ΓAB = Γi
A
Bdq
i is the metric connection in the Sp(2n) holonomy group. The curva-
ture tensor is given by
RAB = dΓ
A
B + Γ
A
C ∧ ΓCB = 12RABijdqi ∧ dqj . (2.20)
The hyper-Ka¨hler structure and the identity Ri[jkl] = 0 further implies that
RAB =
1
2ΩABCDǫγδe
Cγ ∧ eDδ , (2.21)
where ΩABCD is totally symmetric.
Target space isometry Consider a set of Killing vectors {Vm} on X satisfying the Lie(-
bracket) algebra,
[Vm,Vn] = f mn pV
p . (2.22)
On a Ka¨hler manifold, a Killing vector preserving the complex structure satisfies∇IVJ =
0 and ∇IVJ¯ = −∇ J¯VI , where (I, J; I¯, J¯) are holomorphic and anti-holomorphic indices.
The corresponding statement in the hyper-Ka¨hler case is that {Vm} preserving all three
complex structures should satisfy
∇AαVmBβ = tmABǫαβ, (2.23)
for some symmetric tensor fields tmAB.
On any Riemannian manifold, the Killing equation and Ri[jkl] = 0 imply
∇k
(∇iVj) = V l Rlkij . (2.24)
The hyper-Ka¨hler version of the identity can be written as
∇i(tm)AB = −Rij AB(Vm)j. (2.25)
Differentiating (2.22) and using (2.25), we find
[tm, tn]AB = f
mn
p(t
p)AB + Rij
A
B(V
m)i(Vn)j . (2.26)
The moment maps are defined by
d
(
µmαβ
)
= iVm (Ωαβ) . (2.27)
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In general, there are undetermined additive constants in µ, which corresponds to the pos-
sibility of adding Fayet-Iliopoulos D-terms for U(1) gauge fields. It is useful to note that
one can integrate (2.22) and use (2.27) to obtain
− ωAB(Vm)A(α(Vn)Bβ) = iVm dµnαβ = f mn pµpαβ . (2.28)
The other two components of the moment map multiplet can be defined by
jm
αβ˙
≡ −VmAαψAβ˙ , ρmα˙β˙ ≡ tmABψAα˙ ψBβ˙ . (2.29)
In terms of µmαβ, the fundamental identity for the non-linear model can be written as
kmnµ
m
(αβµ
n
γδ) = 0 . (2.30)
In the non-conformal cases, a weaker condition, which is a second descendant of the fun-
damental identity, is sufficient to ensureN = 4 supersymmetry,
kmn
(
µmαβρ
n
α˙β˙
+ jmαα˙ j
n
ββ˙
+ jm
αβ˙
jnβα˙
)
= 0 . (2.31)
Gauging the isometry The target space isometry can be gauged by imposing the follow-
ing transformation rules on the fields:
δΛq
i = Λm(V
m)i , (2.32)
δΛψ
A = −Λm(tˆm)ABψB ≡ −Λm
[
(tm)AB + (V
m)iΓi
A
B
]
ψB , (2.33)
δΛ(Am)µ = DµΛm = ∂µΛm + f
np
m(An)µΛp . (2.34)
The covariant derivatives for the matter fields are defined by
Dµq
i = ∂µq
i − (Am)µ(Vm)i , (2.35)
Dµψ
A = ∂µψ
A + ∂µq
iΓi
A
Bψ
B + (Am)µ(t
m)ABψ
B
= ∂µψ
A + Dµq
iΓi
A
Bψ
B + (Am)µ(tˆ
m)ABψ
B . (2.36)
They transform homogeneously under the gauge symmetry,
δΛ
(
Dµq
i
)
= Λn∂j(V
n)iDµq
j , δΛ
(
Dµψ
A
)
= −Λm(tˆm)ABψB . (2.37)
The moment map multiplet also transforms as expected,
δΛ
(
µmαβ, j
m
αα˙, ρ
m
α˙β˙
)
= − f mn pΛn
(
µ
p
αβ, j
p
αα˙, ρ
p
α˙β˙
)
. (2.38)
To verify (2.37) and (2.38), one needs to use the identities (2.25), (2.26) and (2.28).
Adding twisted hypers To obtain the most general model, one should also add twisted
hyper-multiplets. One simply introduces another target space X˜ for the twisted hypers
and define the corresponding moment map multiplet and so on. One also defines
µmn = −gij(Vm)i(Vn)j , µ˜mn = −g˜ij(V˜m)i(V˜n)j . (2.39)
The minus sign is required for (2.39) to reduce to (2.10) in the linear case.
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Lagrangian and supersymmetry Using the notations introduced so far, we can write
down the Lagrangian for themost general Chern-Simons gauged non-linear sigmamodel:
L = LCS(A)
+ωAB
(
−ǫαβDqAα DqBβ + iǫα˙β˙ψAα˙ D/ ψBβ˙
)
+ ω˜AB
(
−ǫα˙β˙Dq˜Aα˙ Dq˜Bβ˙ + iǫαβψ˜Aα D/ ψ˜Bβ
)
−ikmn
(
ǫαβǫγ˙δ˙ jmαγ˙ j
n
βδ˙
+ ǫα˙β˙ǫγδ j˜mα˙γ j˜
n
β˙δ
+ 4ǫαγǫβ˙δ˙ jm
αβ˙
j˜n
δ˙γ
− ǫα˙γ˙ǫβ˙δ˙µ˜m
α˙β˙
ρn
γ˙δ˙
− ǫαγǫβδµmαβρ˜nγδ
)
− 1
12
fmnp
(
(µm)αβ(µ
n)
β
γ(µ
p)γα + (µ˜
m)α˙
β˙
(µ˜n)
β˙
γ˙(µ˜
p)γ˙α˙
)
−1
2
µ˜mn(µm)
α
β(µn)
β
α − 1
2
µmn(µ˜m)
α˙
β˙
(µ˜n)
β˙
α˙
+
1
6
ΩABCD(ψ
A
α˙ ψ
B
β˙
)(ψCγ˙ψ
D
δ˙
)ǫα˙γ˙ǫβ˙δ˙ +
1
6
Ω˜ABCD(ψ˜
A
α ψ˜
B
β )(ψ˜
C
γ ψ˜
D
δ )ǫ
αγǫβδ . (2.40)
The supersymmetry transformation rules read
(δηq)
Aα = iηαα˙ψAα˙ , (δη q˜)
Aα˙ = iηαα˙ψ˜Aα , δηA
m
µ = iη
αα˙γµ(j
m
αα˙ + j˜
m
α˙α) ,
δηψ
A
α˙ = −
[
(/Dq)Aα +
1
3
(Vm)Aβ(µm)
α
β
]
ηαα˙ − (Vm)Aβ(µ˜m)β˙α˙ηββ˙ − Γi AB(δηqi)ψBα˙ ,
δηψ˜
A
α = −
[
(/Dq˜)Aα˙ +
1
3
(V˜m)Aβ˙(µ˜m)
α˙
β˙
]
ηαα˙ − (V˜m)Aβ˙(µm)βαηββ˙ − Γ˜i AB(δη q˜i)ψ˜Bα .
(2.41)
Here, we used some short-hand notations such as DqAα ≡ eAαi Dqi and (δηq)Aα ≡ eAαi (δηq)i.
The parameter η satisfies the reality condition
(ηαα˙)∗ = +ǫαβǫα˙β˙η
ββ˙ . (2.42)
Mass deformation Unlike the linear model of the previous subsection, the non-linear
model does not admit a mass deformation. For the linear model, the SU(2)L × SU(2)R R-
symmetry acts on a target space as a tri-holomorphic Killing vector. The mass deformed
Lagrangian (2.13) and supersymmetry algebra (2.15) can be associated to this Killing vec-
tor in a standard way [19]. In the non-linear model, however, the R-symmetry is no longer
an isometry of the target space, so the mass deformation is not allowed.
Examples Gaiotto-Witten [3] gave a classification of linear model in terms of Lie super-
algebra; see (2.4). The same classification can be used even after adding twisted hypers,
and the resulting theory is typically a linear quiver with product gauge group and alter-
nating series of hypers and twisted hypers [4].
Such a classification for non-linear model is not known, but a method for generating
non-linear models from linear models was given in [3]. The idea is to use a linear quiver
allowed by the Lie super-algebra conditions. The linear quiver has two open ends. The
non-linear model is obtained by taking the usual hyper-Ka¨ler quotient [20,21] with all the
gauge groups except those at the end points.
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Another class of non-linear models was given by Kapustin-Saulina [15]. The gauge
group G is any compact simple Lie group and the target space is the cotangent bundle of
the flag manifold, T∗(G/Tr), where Tr is the maximal torus of G.
We do not have any new example to offer here. Instead, as an illustration, we present
the simplest example T∗(SU(2)/U(1)) = T∗(CP1) from Kapustin-Saulina [15] in our
notation. This space is endowed with the famous Eguchi-Hanson metric [22],
ds2 = f−2dr2 +
r2
4
(σ21 + σ
2
2 + f
2σ23 ) ( f =
√
1− r−4) , (2.43)
where σa are left-invariant one-forms on S
3 satisfying dσ1 = σ2 ∧ σ3 , etc. Explicitly, in the
Euler-angle coordinate,
σ1 = + sinψ dθ + cosψ sin θ dφ ,
σ2 = − cosψ dθ + sinψ sin θ dφ ,
σ3 = dψ− cos θ dφ , (2.44)
The vielbeins are written in terms of the invariant one-forms as
e0 = f−1dr, e1 = 12rσ1, e
2 = 12rσ2, e
3 = 12r fσ3, e
Aα = (e01 + ieaτa)Aα , (2.45)
where τa are the Pauli matrices. The three symplectic forms are given by
Ωαβ = Ωa(ǫτ
a)αβ , Ωa = e
0 ∧ ea + 1
2
ǫabceb ∧ ec . (2.46)
The gauge group G = SU(2) acts on the target space as isometriesVm leaving σa invariant,
V1 = + sin φ ∂θ + cot θ cosφ ∂φ + csc θ cos φ ∂ψ ,
V2 = − cos φ ∂θ + cot θ sin φ ∂φ + csc θ sin φ ∂ψ ,
V3 = −∂φ , (2.47)
The moment maps can be computed by solving (2.27): iVm Ωa = dµ
m
a . Checking the fun-
damental identity, we find
kmnµ
m
aµ
n
b =
r4 − 1 0 00 r4 − 1 0
0 0 r4

ab
. (2.48)
Removing the trace part, we see that the strong version of fundamental identity (2.30)
does not hold. However, since the discrepancy is a constant, the weaker version (2.31)
holds and the theory is well-defined.
All known examples so far, those of Gaiotto-Witten [3] and of Kapustin-Saulina [15]
are non-compact. It is not clear (to us) whether there exists any compact hyper-Ka¨hler
manifold satisfying either the strong or the weak version of fundamental identity.
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3. Topological twisting
3.1 Survey of possible twistings
Before performing the topological twisting of the Chern-Simons sigmamodel described in
the last section, we pause to enumerate physically inequivalent twistings forN = 4, 5, 6, 8
theories. A similar discussion is well-known in four dimensions, where there is only one
twisting for N = 2 super-Yang-Mills [23] and three different twistings for N = 4 super-
Yang-Mills [24–26]. 4
N = 4 . The supercharges transform in the (2, 2) representation under the SO(4) ≃
SU(2)L × SU(2)R R-symmetry group. Recall also how the matter fields behave under the
R-symmetry:
q : (2, 1), ψ : (1, 2), q˜ : (1, 2), ψ˜ : (2, 1). (3.1)
Consider a theory with hyper-multiplets (q,ψ) only. Twisting with SU(2)R gives scalar
supercharges in doublet of SU(2)L and matter fields transforming in SU(2)L × SU(2)E′
(SU(2)E′ = diag [SU(2)E × SU(2)R]) as
q : (2, 1), ψ : (1, 1)⊕ (1, 3). (3.2)
We will call this “A-twisting.” Switching the roles of SU(2)L and SU(2)R leads to a differ-
ent twisting, which we call “B-twisting.” Equivalently, we can continue to use SU(2)R for
twisting and consider a theory with twisted hyper-multiplets only. In the latter conven-
tion, the resulting theory contains matter fields transforming in SU(2)L × SU(2)E′ as
q˜ : (1, 2), ψ : (2, 2). (3.3)
Wewill continue to use SU(2)R for twisting evenwhen both types of hyper-multiplets
are present; the other twisting amounts to exchanging the roles of hyper and twisted
hyper-multiplets. We will call this broader class of theories “AB-models,” to distinguish
them from the two extreme cases. In general,N = 4 theories are not symmetric under the
“mirror reflection” between hyper and twisted hyper-multiplets, while N > 4 theories
are automatically symmetric.
N = 5 . The supercharges transform as vector 5 under the SO(5) R-symmetry group,
which have the following decomposition:
case 1 : SO(5) → SO(4) ≃ SU(2)1 × SU(2)2 ,
case 2 : SO(5) → SO(3)× SO(2) ≃ SU(2)3 ×U(1) .
The case 1 is the same as the AB-twisting ofN = 4 theories. In the case 2, the supercharges
transform as 30 ⊕ 1+ ⊕ 1− and do not yield any scalar supercharge upon twisting.
4We will not consider the possibility of including conformal supercharges in twisting [27].
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N = 6 . The supercharges transform as vector 6 under the SO(6) R-symmetry group,
which have the following decomposition:
case 1 : SO(6) → SO(4)× SO(2) ≃ SU(2)1 × SU(2)2×U(1) ,
case 2 : SO(6) → SO(3)× SO(3) ≃ SU(2)3 × SU(2)4 .
The case 1 can be regarded as a refinement of the AB-twisting of N = 4 theories in the
sense that there is a left-over U(1) R-symmetry group. The scalar supercharge is neutral
under this U(1), but the theory contains charged matter fields. The case 2 can be regarded
as a refinement of the case 2 of N = 5 theories considered above. Again, we find that
there is no possible twisting to have scalar supercharges.
N = 8 . The N = 8 BLG theories have the R-symmetry group SO(8). If we keep the
supercharges in the vector 8v representation, we will only obtain refinements of the AB-
twisting of N = 4 theories. New possibilities may arise if we use the triality of SO(8) to
let the supercharges transform in the spinor 8s representation.
Consider the following decompositions:
case 1 : SO(8) → SO(2)× SO(6)→ SO(2)× SO(3)× SO(3) ≃ U(1)× SU(2)3× SU(2)4
case 2 : SO(8) → SO(2)× SO(6)→ SO(2)2 × SO(4) ≃ U(1)2 × SU(2)1 × SU(2)2
case 3 : SO(8) → SO(3)× SO(5) ≃ SU(2)A ×USp(4)
case 4 : SO(8) → SO(4)× SO(4) ≃ SU(2)a × SU(2)b × SU(2)c × SU(2)d
Notice that the cases 1 and 2 can be enhanced to the cases 3 and 4, respectively. So, it is
sufficient to examine the latter two cases.
Under the subgroups of case 3, the supercharges transform as (2, 4). It appears that
we have one possible twisting with four scalar-supercharges in the 4 representation of
SO(5) ≃ USp(4). However, there is a slight subtlety here. Since the triality of SO(8) is
broken in the decomposition, we have two choices for the representation of the matter
fields, which leads to two inequivalent twistings. Denoting the scalar and fermion fields
by Φ and Ψ and specifying how the representations of the SU(2)E × SU(2)A × USp(4)
before the twisting reduces to those of the SU(2)E′ ×USp(4) after twisting, we find
• C-twisting :
Φ : (1; 3, 1)⊕ (1; 1, 5) → (3; 1)⊕ (1, 5) ,
Ψ : (2; 2, 4)⊕ → (3; 4)⊕ (1; 4) .
• D-twisting :
Φ : (1; 2, 4) → (2; 4) ,
Ψ : (2; 3, 1)⊕ (2; 1, 5) → (4; 1)⊕ (2; 1)⊕ (2; 5) .
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In the case 4, the triality of SO(8) survives as permutations of the four SU(2) factors;
8v, 8s and 8c are all related by permutations. We can see it from the following assignment
for the supercharges and matter fields,
Q : (2, 1, 2, 1)⊕ (1, 2, 1, 2) ,
Φ : (2, 2, 1, 1)⊕ (1, 1, 2, 2) ,
Ψ : (2, 1, 1, 2)⊕ (1, 2, 2, 1) . (3.4)
There is a novelty here. Unlike all other cases considered so far, we can nowusemore than
one SU(2) factors for twisting. Up to permutations, we have four candidates for different
twistings.
• AB, further refined : diag[SU(2)E × SU(2)a]× SU(2)b × SU(2)c × SU(2)d,
Q : (1; 1, 2, 1) ,
Φ : (2; 2, 1, 1)⊕ (1; 1, 2, 2) ,
Ψ : (3; 1, 1, 2)⊕ (1; 1, 1, 2)⊕ (2; 2, 2, 1) . (3.5)
• C’-twisting : SU(2)E′ = diag[SU(2)E × SU(2)a × SU(2)b]× SU(2)c × SU(2)d,
Q : (1; 2, 1)⊕ (1; 1, 2) ,
Φ : (3; 1, 1)⊕ (1; 1, 1)⊕ (1; 2, 2) ,
Ψ : (3; 1, 2)⊕ (1; 1, 2)⊕ (3; 2, 1)⊕ (1; 2, 1) . (3.6)
• D’-twisting : SU(2)E′ = diag[SU(2)E × SU(2)a × SU(2)d]× SU(2)b × SU(2)c,
Q : (1; 1, 2)⊕ (1; 2, 1) ,
Φ : (2; 2, 1)⊕ (2; 1, 2) ,
Ψ : (4; 1, 1)⊕ (2; 1, 1)⊕ (2; 1, 1)⊕ (2; 2, 2) . (3.7)
• E-twisting : SU(2)E′ = diag[SU(2)E × SU(2)a × SU(2)b × SU(2)c]× SU(2)d,
Q : (1; 2) ,
Φ : (3; 1)⊕ (1; 1)⊕ (2; 2) ,
Ψ : (3; 2)⊕ (1; 2)⊕ (4; 1)⊕ (2; 1)⊕ (2; 1) . (3.8)
Note that the C’ and D’ twistings are not really new as they can be obtained from the C
and D twistings, respectively, by breaking USp(4) down to SU(2)× SU(2).
The C-twisting of the BLG theory has been studied in [14]. In the rest of this section,
we will construct the A/B/AB-twisted Chern-Simons sigma models, leaving the other
twistings for a future work.
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3.2 A-model
We begin with the Euclidean version of the Lagrangian of the linear-model,
L = −iLCS(A) + ωAB
(
ǫαβDqAα Dq
B
β − iǫα˙β˙ψAα˙ D/ ψBβ˙
)
+ikmnǫ
αβǫγ˙δ˙ jmαγ˙ j
n
βδ˙
+
1
12
fmnp(µ
m)αβ(µ
n)
β
γ(µ
p)γα . (3.9)
This Euclidean Lagrangian differs from the Lorentzian one (2.7) by the factor of (−i) for
the Chern-Simons term and an overall sign for the matter terms. Besides, the fermions no
longer satisfy the reality condition, but the Lagrangian depends holomorphically on the
fermions. The supersymmetry transformation rules remain formally the same as in the
Lorentzian theory,
δqAα = iηα
α˙ψAα˙ , δA
m
µ = iη
αα˙γµ j
m
αα˙ ,
δψAα˙ =
[
D/ qAα +
1
3
kmn(t
m)ABq
B
β(µ
n)
β
α
]
ηαα˙ . (3.10)
Twisting The twisting is done by taking the diagonal subgroup of the Lorentz group
SU(2)E and the SU(2)R part of the R-symmetry group as the newLorentz group: SU(2)
′
E =
diag[SU(2)E × SU(2)R]. For instance, we make the replacements,
(ψσ)
A
α˙ =
1√
2
(
iλAǫσα˙ + χ
A
µ (γ
µǫ)σα˙
)
, (ησ)α
α˙ =
1√
2
ηαǫ
σα˙ , (3.11)
where σ denote the Lorentz indices, while (α, α˙) denotes two SU(2) R-symmetries indices.
We suppressed the SU(2)′E-triplet components of the parameter η.
Plugging these into the transformation rules (2.8), we find the following twisted trans-
formation rules:
δηq
A
α = ηαλ
A , δηA
m
µ = −iηα(jmµ )α , δηλA = iHAα ηα, δηχAµ = −DµqAα ηα , (3.12)
where we defined
(jmσ )αα˙ ≡
1√
2
(iǫσα˙ j
m
α + (γ
µǫ)σα˙(j
m
µ )α) , H
A
α ≡
1
3
(tm)
A
Bq
B
β(µ
m)
β
α . (3.13)
From the definition, one can show that
(jmµ )α = t
m
ABq
A
α χ
B
µ , (j
m)α = t
m
ABq
A
α λ
B . (3.14)
Introducing the twisted supercharges by δηX = [ηαQα,X], we can rewrite (3.12) as
[Qα, q
A
β ] = −ǫαβλA, [Qα, Amµ ] = −i(jmµ )α, {Qα,λA} = iHAα , {Qα,χAµ } = −DµqAα .(3.15)
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Nilpotency The twisted supercharges Qα are nilpotent up to a gauge transformation.
Concretely, the following relations hold,[
{Qα,Qβ}, qAγ
]
= − (Λαβ)AB qBγ , [{Qα,Qβ}, Amµ ] = DµΛmαβ ,[
{Qα,Qβ},λA
]
= −(Λαβ)ABλB ,
[
{Qα,Qβ},χAµ
]
= −(Λαβ)ABχAµ , (3.16)
with the gauge parameter
Λmαβ = iµ
m
αβ , (Λαβ)
A
B ≡ (tm)ABΛmαβ . (3.17)
The fundamental identity kmnt
m
(ABt
n
C)D = 0 is needed to verify (3.16). See appendix A for
details.
Lagrangian and Invariance The twisted Lagrangian can be divided into two pieces,
L = L1 + L2 , (3.18)
L1 = −iLCS(A) + εµνρωABχAµ DνχBρ , (3.19)
L2 = ωABǫαβDqAα DqBβ − 2iωABλADµχBµ + ikmnǫαβ((jmµ )α(jµn)β + jmα jnβ)
+
1
12
fmnp(µ
m)αβ(µ
n)
β
γ(µ
p)γα . (3.20)
The two parts L1 and L2 are Q-invariant separately. The Q-invariance of L1 can be
checked explicitly,
[Qα,L1] = −ǫµνρkmn(qAα tmABχBµ)Fnνρ + ωABǫµνρqAα [Dµ, Dν]χBρ + · · · = 0 , (3.21)
where · · · denotes a part which vanishes due to the fundamental identity. L2 is also Q-
invariant because it is Q-exact in the sense that{
Qα, 2ωAB(χ
A
µ D
µqBβ − iHAβ λB)
}
= ǫαβL2 . (3.22)
Mass deformation For the mass deformed linear model, the A-twisting leads to the fol-
lowing super-algebra for the scalar super-charges Qα,{
Qα,Qβ
} ∼ Rαβ , (3.23)
where Rαβ denote the generators of SU(2)L; see (2.15). Without nilpotent scalar super-
charges, we cannot define a topological field theory. Note also that (3.23) somewhat re-
sembles, but clearly differs from, the defining relation of equivariant cohomology which
states
Q2 ∼ kαβRαβ , (3.24)
for some parameters kαβ. As a side remark, we note that N = 2 super Yang-Mills theory
in four dimensions admit a mass deformation of a different kind if the world-volume is a
Ka¨hler manifold [28].
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Non-linear A-model We now consider applying the A-twist to the non-linear model
discussed in section 2.2. The twisted transformation rules are as follows,
(δηq)
Aα = ηαλA, δηA
m
µ = −iηα(jmµ )α,
δηλ
A = HAα η
α − Γ Ai B(δηqi)λB, δηχAµ = (Dµq)Aαηα − Γ Ai B(δηqi)χBµ , (3.25)
where the definitions of HAα , (j
m
µ )α are appropriately covariantized in terms of the Killing
vectors of the target space,
HAα →
1
3
kmn(V
m)Aβ(µn)αβ, (j
m
µ )α → −VmAαχAµ . (3.26)
The main difference from the linear model is the four fermion term inherited from the
physical theory,
L1 = −iLCS(A) + εµνρ
(
ωABχ
A
µ Dνχ
B
ρ +
1
3
ΩABCDχ
A
µ χ
B
νχ
C
ρ λ
D
)
.
The Q-exact part, L2, becomes a covariantized version of (3.20).
Let us remark on differences from the Rozansky-Witten theory in [13]. Firstly, the
derivatives become gauge covariant, thus the variation of the fermion kinetic term can
cancel the variation of the Chern-Simons term. Secondly, δηλ
A = 0 in the RW theory,
while δηλ
A 6= 0 in (3.25) due to the non-trivial bosonic potential. It suggests that the
variation of λ of the curvature term shall be canceled by the variation of the gauge boson
in the fermionic kinetic term. The cancellation has been shown in detail in [15] for a
holomorphic supercharge.
3.3 B-model
Next, we consider a theory only with twisted hyper multiplets. The physical Lagrangian
in the Euclidean signature is
L = −iLCS(A) + ωAB
(
ǫα˙β˙Dq˜Aα˙ Dq˜
B
β˙
− iǫαβψ˜Aα D/ ψ˜Bβ
)
+ikmnǫ
α˙β˙ǫγδ j˜mα˙γ j˜
n
β˙δ
+
1
12
fmnp(µ˜
m)α˙
β˙
(µ˜n)
β˙
γ˙(µ˜
p)γ˙α˙ (3.27)
Twisting q˜Aα˙ becomes a bosonic spinor in (2; 1) representation of su(2)
′
E ⊕ su(2)L. For
later convenience, we rescale ψ˜Aα , which is in (2; 2), as
(ζ˜σ)
A
α ≡
√
2(ψ˜σ)
A
α . (3.28)
The supersymmetry variations become
[Qα, q˜
A] = − i
2
ζ˜Aα , [Qα, A
m
µ ] = −i( j˜mµ )α, {Qα, ζ˜Aβ } = −ǫαβ(D/ q˜A + H˜A) . (3.29)
Note that spinor indices of su(2)′E are implicit. The quantities j˜
m
µ and H˜
A are defined in
the same way as (3.13).
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Nilpotency The twisted supercharges Qα are nilpotent up to the equations of motion of
the fermion. The results read
[{Qα,Qβ}, q˜A] = 0 , [{Qα,Qβ}, Amµ ] = 0 , [{Qα,Qβ}, ζ˜Aγ ] = ǫβγξAα + ǫαγξAβ , (3.30)
where
ξAα ≡
i
2
(
D/ ζ˜Aα + γ
µ( j˜mµ )α + i(t˜
m)AB q˜
B( j˜m)α
)
. (3.31)
Note that the variation of the Lagrangian with respect to the fermion is, up to a surface
term,
δL = −4ωABǫαβ(δζ˜Aα )ξBβ . (3.32)
An aspect of (3.30) different from the result of A-model (3.16) is the absence of the
gauge transformation on the right hand side. One can expect it from the symmetry, sine if
a field-dependent gauge transformation parameter exists, it should be in (1; 3) represen-
tation of su(2)′E ⊕ su(2)L with conformal dimension 1. A short computation shows that
such a composite field cannot be constructed from the matter fields of the B-model.
Off-shell Supersymmetry Algebra One can construct an off-shell formalism by intro-
ducing an auxiliary field, a bosonic spinor h˜A. The off-shell variations are defined as
follows
{Qα, ζ˜Aβ } = −ǫαβ(D/ q˜A + h˜A) , [Qα, h˜A] =
i
2
D/ ζ˜Aα + iγ
µ( j˜mµ )α(t˜m)
A
B q˜
B . (3.33)
The variations of q˜A and Ami are unchanged from (3.30). The variation of the auxiliary field
in (3.33) has been chosen to ensure the nilpotency of Qα on ζ˜
A
α , i.e., [{Qα,Qβ}, ζ˜Aγ ] = 0. One
can indeed check that nilpotency holds off-shell for all fields (q˜A, Amµ , ζ˜
A
α˙ , h˜
A):
[{Qα,Qβ}, · ] = 0 . (3.34)
Off-shell Lagrangian The bosonic potential of the on-shell Lagrangian (3.27) can be
rewritten in terms of H˜A,
LV ≡ 1
12
fmnp(µ˜
m)αβ(µ˜
n)
β
γ(µ˜
p)γα = −ωABH˜AH˜B . (3.35)
Given the off-shell supersymmetry algebra, the following replacement of LV leads to the
off-shell supersymmetric Lagrangian ,
LV → LV = ωAB(−h˜A h˜B + 2h˜A H˜B − 2H˜A H˜B) . (3.36)
Again, the twisted Lagrangian can be split into two pieces, L = L1 + L2,
L1 = −iLCS(A+) ,
L2 = −ωABDq˜AD+q˜B − i
2
ωABǫ
αβζ˜Aα D/
+ ζ˜Bβ + 2ikmnǫ
αβ(( j˜mµ )α( j˜
n
µ)β − j˜mα j˜nβ)
+iωABε
µνρDµq˜
AγνD
+
ρ q˜
B − ωABH˜AD/ +q˜B +ωAB(−H˜AH˜B + 2H˜A h˜B − h˜A h˜B) ,(3.37)
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where the covariant derivative D+µ now involves A
+
µ rather than Aµ.
The Q-closed Lagrangian L1 is simply the Chern-Simons action, except that the gauge
boson is shifted by a bi-linear product of the boson fields,
(A+)mµ ≡ Amµ + Smµ , Smµ ≡
1
2
t˜mAB q˜
Aγµq˜
B . (3.38)
A similar redefinition of the gauge field has been noticed [14] for the C-twisting of BLG
theory discussed in section 3.1 and even earlier in topological Yang-Mills theories in [26,
27, 38]. The meaning of this shift will be discussed in section 4.
As in the A-model, L1 and L2 are separately Q-invariant. Q-invariance of L1 is trivial
due to the Q-invariance of A+µ
m
,
[Qα, A
+
µ
m
] = 0 . (3.39)
L2 is Q-exact,
{Qα,ωAB
(
−ζ˜Aβ (D/ +q˜B − H˜B − h˜B)
)
} = ǫαβL2 . (3.40)
To show that the Lagrangian in (3.37) indeed results from the topological twisting of
the physical Lagrangian (3.27), one needs to use rather nontrivial identity
kmnS
m
µ (t˜
n)AB q˜
ADµq˜B = ωABH˜
AD/ q˜B . (3.41)
See appendix A for a proof.
Wilson-loop observable The BRST invariance of A+mµ implies that the Wilson-loop op-
erators W(C) are good observables of the B-model,
W(C) = tr
(
P exp
∮
C
A+
)
. (3.42)
We will see in section 4 that, not coincidentally, the B-twisted N = 4 super Yang-Mills
theory also carries a shifted gauge field and Wilson loop observables.
Non-linear B-model In the B-model, the bosonic matter fields become world-volume
spinors. As such, it seems difficult, if not impossible, to generalize the model to non-flat
hyper-Ka¨hler target space. A similar problem arise from the topological Seiberg-Witten
theory [29] in four dimensions, in which the monopole fields are bosonic spinors. In this
case, a generalization to non-flat hyper-Ka¨hler target space was proven possible [30] by
coupling the hyper-Ka¨hler structure of the four-dimensional world-volume to that of the
target space. Our B-model does not seem to allow for such a construction.
3.4 AB-model
Finally, we move on to theories containing both hyper and twisted hyper multiplets. In
addition to the linear combination of A and B-model, non-trivial mixing terms arise. The
supersymmetry transformation laws are unchanged from (2.41).
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Twisting We begin with implementing the features of the B-model to the AB-model,
namely, the shift in the gauge field (3.38) and the introduction of auxiliary fields (3.33).
Using the notations introduced in the previous subsections, we can summarize the twisted
supersymmetry variations as follows,
[Qα, q
A
β ] = −ǫαβλA, {Qα,λA} = iHAα , {Qα,χAµ } = −D+µ qAα ,
[Qα, q˜
A] = − i
2
ζ˜Aα , {Qα, ζ˜Aβ } = −ǫαβ(D/ q˜A + h˜A) + kmn(t˜m)AB(µn)αβq˜B,
[Qα, h˜
A] =
i
2
D/ ζ˜Aα + iγ
µ
(
(jmµ )α + ( j˜
m
µ )α
)
(t˜m)
A
B q˜
B − (t˜m)AB(jm)αq˜B −
i
2
(t˜m)AB(µm)αβζ
Bβ ,
[Qα, A
m
µ ] = −i
(
(jmµ )α + ( j˜
m
µ )α
)
, (3.43)
Again, the Q-variation of the auxiliary field h˜A is chosen to guarantee the nilpotency on
ζ˜Aα , in this case up to a gauge transformation to be discussed next.
Nilpotency Now we deal with the problem inherited from the A-model; the twisted
super-charges are nilpotent up to a gauge transformation. For (qAγ ,λ
A,χAµ ) in the hyper
multiplet, the results in (3.16) still hold, with the gauge parameter Λmαβ in (3.17). Consis-
tently, Q2 acts on the twisted hyper-multiplet (q˜A, ζ˜Aγ , h˜
A) as well as the modified gauge
field A+µ
m
as a gauge transformation by the same gauge parameter,
[{Qα,Qβ}, q˜A] = −(Λ˜αβ)AB q˜A , [{Qα,Qβ}, ζ˜Aγ ] = −(Λ˜αβ)ABζ˜Bγ ,
[{Qα,Qβ}, F˜A ] = −(Λ˜αβ)ABF˜B, [{Qα,Qβ}, A+m] = D+Λmαβ . (3.44)
where
(Λ˜αβ)
A
B ≡ Λmαβ(t˜m)AB . (3.45)
Lagrangian and Invariance The Lagrangian still admits the usual splitting, L = L1 +
L2. The L1 term is almost the same as in the A-model,
L1 = −iεµνρ
(
kmn A
+
µ
m
∂νA
+
ρ
n
+
1
3
fmnpA
+
µ
m
A+ν
n
A+ρ
p
+ iχAµ D
+
ν χ
B
ρ
)
, (3.46)
except for the shift from Am to Am+ we noticed in the B-model. The cubic term of the
shift Sm ≡ Am+ − Am in the Chern-Simons term comes from the bosonic potential µ˜3 in
the physical Lagrangian, while the change in the covariant derivative Dχ → D+χ has its
origin in the Yukawa term, µ˜mρm. It is straightforward to show that L1 is Q-invariant,
[Qα,L1] = −εµνρkmnF+µνm(jnρ )α + εµνρχAµ [D+ν , D+ρ ]qBα = 0 , (3.47)
where F+µν
m ≡ [D+µ , D+ν ]m is the field strength of A+µ m. L2 is Q-exact in the sense that
{Qα, f+β + 2i(µm) γβ ( j˜m)γ − 4
(
(jmµ + j˜
m
µ
)
β
S
µ
m} = ǫαβL2 , (3.48)
where f+β includes the sum of the terms which appeared in the Q-exact parts of the A-
and B-models,
f+β ≡ 2ωAB
(
(χAµ D
+µqBβ − iHAβ λB)− ζ˜Aβ (D/ +q˜B + 2H˜B − h˜B)
)
. (3.49)
The other two terms in (3.48) are novel in the AB-model.
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3.5 Gauge fixing
Gauge fixing Let us consider the BRST quantization of the AB-model. The BRST quanti-
zation of A-model has been considered in [15]. In there, it has been noticed that imposition
of a non-trivial variation of the ghost cm with respect to the holomorphic super-charge, Q+
in our notation, can result in a nilpotent scalar charge. We will see that the same prescrip-
tion also works for the AB-model. Reduction to the A- or B-models can be done trivially.
For the quantization, we introduce fermionic ghost and anti-ghost, cm, c¯m, and bosonic
ghost Bm. Recall the standard Fadeev-Popov BRST variations for all fields,
[Qˆ, qAα ] = −(tm)ABqBα cm, {Qˆ,λA} = (tm)ABλBcm, {Qˆ,χAµ } = (tm)ABχBµcm,
[Qˆ, q˜A] = −(t˜m)AB q˜Bcm , {Qˆ, ζ˜Aα } = (t˜m)AB ζ˜Bα cm, [Qˆ, h˜A ] = −(t˜m)ABh˜Bcm,
[Qˆ, Amµ ] = Dµc
m, {Qˆ, cm} = −1
2
f mnpc
ncp, {Qˆ, c¯m} = Bm, [Qˆ, Bm] = 0. (3.50)
Qˆ2 is nilpotent as in the standard BRST quantization. Now, following [15], we impose the
following super-symmetry variations of ghost fields, where Q ≡ Q+,
{Q, cm} = − i
2
µm++, {Q, c¯m} = 0, [Q, Bm] = 0, (3.51)
then Qˆ no longer anti-commutes with Q. The non-vanishing variation in (3.51) is chosen
in the way that the non-anti commuting part of Q and Qˆ can cancel the remnants of Q2 in
(Q + Qˆ)2 : ForQ ≡ Q + Qˆ , the following holds for all fields
[{Q,Q}, · ] = 0. (3.52)
Consider a gauge fixing function f m(A), for instance, f m(A) = ∂µAmµ for the Lorentz
gauge. The gauge-fixing term appears in a Q-exact form,
Lg.f. = {Q, c¯m f m(A)} , (3.53)
thus the total Lagrangian L¯ = L1 + L2 + Lg.f. is Q-closed.
4. Relation to other topological theories
We have carried out the (A- and B-) topological twisting of general N = 4 supersymmet-
ric Chern-Simons gauged sigma models of [3,4]. The next task is to evaluate the partition
function and correlation functions of the quantum theory, which should provide (hope-
fully new) topological invariants of three manifolds.
The computation involves roughly three steps; see, for instance, [31]. First, one should
identify observables, which are elements of Q-cohomology. Second, the path integral
often localizes onto the moduli space of Q-invariant configurations (“instantons”). Third,
perturbation theory is used to compute the partition function unless a more powerful tool
is available.
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In this section, we point out some interesting connections between our new theories
and previously well studied theories in the literature. We believe that our findings will
serve as a useful guide in taking each of the three step of computation, most of which we
leave for a future work.
For the readers’ convenience, we begin with a brief review of well-known topological
theories in three dimensions and how they are related to each other. Next, we review a
useful fact about (physical) Chern-Simons-matter theories which inspired our main obser-
vation. It is the generalized Higgs mechanism of Mukhi-Papageorgakis (MP) [16] which,
to some extent, transforms Chern-Simons theories to Yang-Mills theories. We will see that
the MP map is compatible with the topological twisting and that some main results of the
previous sections have dual interpretations on the Yang-Mills side.
In the last subsection, we will combine everything and try to obtain some clues as
to what topological invariants our new theories may compute. In particular, we will ar-
gue that the A-model should capture the Casson invariant and speculate on the role of a
complexified gauge group in the B-model.
4.1 Review of old results
There are largely three well-known three dimensional TFTs in the literature; pure Chern-
Simons theory [12], A-twisted N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory [32, 33], and A-twisted
ungauged N = 4 sigma model of Rozansky-Witten [13]. Let us review some features of
these theories relevant for our discussion below.
The A-twisted Yang-Mills theory is known to compute Casson invariant which is,
roughly speaking, a signed sum over flat connections (Fµν = 0). An important fact for our
discussion is that Casson invariant admits an alternative field theory description [32]. It
is a sort of super-BF theory whose Lagrangian is, in a differential form notation,
L = tr (B ∧ FA + χ ∧ dAψ) . (4.1)
Here, A is the gauge connection and FA the curvature. B is a bosonic one-form and χ, ψ
fermionic one-forms, all of which are Lie-algebra-valued. The Yang-Mills and BF descrip-
tions look very different at first sight, but it was shown [33] that the Yang-Mills theory can
be deformed in a topologically invariant way to the BF theory.
Rozansky-Witten theory [13] is not a gauge theory. Nevertheless, it is intimately re-
lated to both pure Chern-Simons and Yang-Mills theories.
First, it computes the SU(2) Casson invariant if one chooses the target space to be the
Atiyah-Hitchin space. The physical explanation is that the low energy limit of the (phys-
ical) Yang-Mills theory is a sigma model on the moduli space of vacua. Taking account
of loop and instanton effects, the quantum moduli space of vacua of the SU(2) super
Yang-Mills theory has been shown to be the Atiyah-Hitchin space [35]. 5
Second, the relation to pure Chern-Simons theory can be seen by comparing the per-
turbation theory of Rozansky-Witten theory to that of Chern-Simons theory. Topologi-
5See [34] for a discussion of the super-BF theory in a manifest N = 4 language.
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cal invariance of amplitudes in perturbation theory is verified by the so-called IHX rela-
tion [37]. The essence of the IHX relation for Chern-Simons theory is the Jacobi identity of
Lie algebra, while a similar role is played by the Bianchi identity for the Riemann curva-
ture in Rozansky-Witten theory. With this formal similarity in mind, a detailed compar-
ison of Feynman diagrams in the two theories reveals certain relations between Chern-
Simons and Casson invariants.
Relatively less known, but equally important for our discussion, is the B-twistedN =
4 super Yang-Mills theory [38]. We will review some aspects of this theory in the next
subsection.
4.2 MP map : Chern-Simons vs Yang-Mills
We now present the MP map [16] customized to the linear model with U(N) × U(N)
gauge symmetry and bi-fundamental matter fields
Zα,Ψ
α˙ : (N, N¯) , Z¯α,Ψα˙ : (N¯,N) , (4.2)
where α = 1, 2 and α˙ = 1, 2 denote the R-symmetry indices as before.
In theN = 2 super-field notation, the scalar fields split into two charged chiral super-
fields Zα = (A, B†). The N = 4 vector multiplets decomposes into vector super-fields VB
(VC) combined with and two neutral chiral super-fields ΦB,ΦC.
For simplicity, let us discuss the abelian (Maxwell) case first. The N = 4 Lagrangian
of the Gaiotto-Witten model in the N = 2 notation is
L =
∫
d4θ
(
A†e−2VB A + Be2VB B† + 2VBΣC −
[∫
d2θ ΦBΦC −
√
2BΦB A + c.c.
])
,(4.3)
where ΣB,C are the field strength super-fields for VB,C, defined as
Σ = − i
2
ǫαβDαD¯βV . (4.4)
They satisfy the defining relations of a linear superfield
D2Σ = D¯2Σ = 0 . (4.5)
The equations of motion for auxiliary superfields VB and ΦB are
e−2VB AA†− e2VB B†B− ΣC = 0, ΦC =
√
2AB . (4.6)
Integrating out the auxiliary fields, we recover the Lagrangian in the main text with
Yukawa-like term and sextic bosonic potential. Instead, we may choose to eliminate the
matter multiplets by solving for eVB ,
e−2VB =
ΣC ±
√
(ΣC)2 + 4|BA|2
2A†A
, VB = −1
2
log
ΣC ±
√
Σ2C + 2|ΦC |2
2A†A
 , (4.7)
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and inserting it back into (4.3). Taking account of the chirality of A, A† and the properties
of linear superfields ΣC (4.5), one can obtain the dual vector description of the model,
Ldual =
∫
d4θ
(√
Σ2C + 2|ΦC |2 − ΣC log
[
ΣC +
√
Σ2C + 2|ΦC|2
])
, (4.8)
whose bosonic parts take the form
L = − 1
2
√
φ2 + 2|q|2
(
1
4
F2µν +
1
2
(∂µφ)
2 + |∂µq|2
)
− 1
2π
ǫµνρFµνωρ . (4.9)
Here, φ and q are the lowest components of ΣC and ΦC, and ωµ is the pull-back of the
Dirac vector potential in the target space (φ, q, q¯) ∈ R3:
ωµ =
1
2
(1− cos θ)∂µϕ.
(
φ = r cos θ, q =
1√
2
r sin θeiϕ
)
. (4.10)
Restoring the dependence of Chern-Simons level k, one can conclude that the Coulomb
branch of (4.9) is the orbifold C2/Zk, the same as the moduli space of the vacua of the
U(1)×U(1) Gaiotto-Witten model.
To complete the MP map, we give a vev to ΣC by setting ΣC = v
2 + δΣC. The leading
behavior of (4.8) with respect to 1/v2 is
L ≃ − 1
2v2
(δΣC)
2 +
1
2v2
(Φ†Φ) +O( 1
v2
)
→ − 1
g2
(
1
4
F2µν +
1
2
3
∑
i=1
(∂µφ
i
C)
2 − i
2
∑
a=1
λ¯aγµ∂µλa
)
, (4.11)
with 1/g2 = 1/2v2. It is precisely the N = 4 supersymmetric Maxwell theory.
The same idea can be applied to the U(N)×U(N) theories, but the computations are
more involved. We jump directly to the final identification between the hyper-multiplets
of the Chern-Simons side and the vector-multiplets of the Yang-Mills side,
λαα˙ =
1
2
[(
ZαΨ¯α˙ + ǫαβǫα˙β˙Ψ
β˙Z¯β
)
+ (un-bar↔ bar)
]
,
~Φ =
1
2
[
Zα~τ
α
β Z¯
β + (un-bar↔ bar)
]
, (4.12)
up to the leading order of 1/v2 expansion. The MP map can be understood as a non-
abelian version of the vector-scalar duality in three dimensions.
Compatibility I. A-twisting To show that theMPmap is compatible with theA-twisting,
we begin by recalling the supersymmetry transformation rules of super Yang-Mills theory,
δ~Φ = ηαα˙~τ
β
α λβα˙ , δAµ = iη
αα˙γµλαα˙ ,
δλαα˙ =
1
2
Fµνρ
µνηαα˙ + i~τ
β
α ρ
µηβα˙ · Dµ~Φ + 1
2
ǫmnp
[
Φm,Φn
](
τp
) β
α
ηβα˙ (4.13)
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The twisting is done by the following substitutions,(
ηs
)α˙
α
= −1
2
ǫsα˙ηα ,
(
λs
)
αα˙
= ǫsα˙λα +
(
γµǫ
)
sα˙
χµα , (4.14)
which yields the transformation rules for the topological theory,
δ~Φ = ηα~τ
β
α λβ , δAµ = −iηαχµα ,
δλα =
1
4
ǫmnp
[
Φm,Φn
](
τp
) β
α
ηβ , δχµα =
i
2
[1
2
ǫµνρF
νρδ
β
α + Dµ~Φ ·~τ βα
]
ηβ . (4.15)
These results should be compared to the transformation rules of the A-twisted Chern-
Simons theory inherited through the MP map. For scalar fields, we find
δ~Φ = i~τ
β
α η
α 1
2
(
Zβλ¯+ ǫβγλZ¯
γ
)
+ (un-bar↔ bar) = i~τ βα ηαλβ . (4.16)
The field χµα is written in terms of matter fields of Chern-Simons theory as
χµα =
1
2
(
Zαχ¯µ + ǫαβχµZ¯
β
)
+ (un-bar↔ bar) . (4.17)
Applying the BRST transformation rule of A-model, one can obtain
δχµα = ηα
1
2
[(
i(λχ¯µ + χµλ¯)− 1
4
ǫβγ(Zβ · DµZ¯γ + DµZβ · Z¯γ)
)
+ηβ
(1
2
DµΦ(αΦβ)
)]
+ (un-bar↔ bar)
= −1
2
[
1
2
ǫµνλF
νλǫ
β
α + Dµ~Φ ·~τβα
]
ηβ , (4.18)
where we used the Gauss law in the last step. One can easily show that the rests of trans-
formation rules of SYM are also uncovered by the same manner.
Instanton of the A-model The BRST transformation implies that the supersymmetric
configurations should satisfy
DµZα = DµZ¯
α = 0 , Hα = H¯α = 0 , (4.19)
where
Hα = Z1Z¯
αZ2 − Z2Z¯αZ1 , H˜α = Z¯1ZαZ¯2 − Z¯2ZαZ¯1 . (4.20)
The Gauss law becomes
∗F = DZαZ¯α − DZαZ¯α . (4.21)
As first shown in [36], through the MP map, these equations can be transformed into the
familiar instanton equations of the Yang-Mills theory. For instance, the supersymmetric
configurations of A-model implies those of A-model of super Yang-Mills:
DµZα = DµZ¯
α = 0 & Gauss law → Fµν = 0 , Dµ~Φ = 0 . (4.22)
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The F-term equation also translates into
Hα = H˜α = 0 →
[
Φm,Φn
]
= 0 . (4.23)
Furthermore, a half-BPS instanton can be written down concretely. For a solution to keep
η2 unbroken, we have to require
DµZ1 = DµZ¯
2 = 0, Z2 = Z¯
1 = 0 . (4.24)
They imply that F-term conditions are automatically satisfied and
Gauss law → ∗F = DΦ3 , Φ1 = Φ2 = 0 (Φ3 = 1
2
(
Z1Z¯
1 − Z2Z¯2 + · · ·
))
, (4.25)
These are nothing but the equations the half-BPS instanton of A-model SYM should sat-
isfy.
Compatibility II. B-twisting The N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory in three dimensions
also allow for the B-twisting [38]. Concretely,(
ηs
)αα˙
=
1
2
ǫsαηα˙ ,
(
λs
)
αα˙
= ǫsαλα˙ +
(
γµǫ
)
sα
χµα˙ . (4.26)
After the twisting, one can obtain the following BRST transformation rules:
δ~Φµ = η
α˙χµα˙ , δλα˙ =
i
2
DµΦµηα˙ , δAµ = iη
α˙χµα˙ ,
δχµα˙ = −ǫ
µνλ
2
( i
2
Fνλ + DνΦλ − 1
2
[
Φν,Φλ
])
ηα˙ (4.27)
Applying the BRST transformation rules of B-model (3.29) together with the MP map
(4.12) gives us again the above transformation rules as expected.
Instanton of the B-model For the B-twisted super Yang-Mills, the supersymmetric con-
figurations satisfy
i
2
Fµν + D[µΦν] − 12
[
Φµ,Φν
]
= 0 , DµΦµ = 0 . (4.28)
Once we define a twisted complex gauge field A+µ by
A+µ = Aµ − iΦµ , (4.29)
the first equation of (4.28) can be rewritten as
F+µν = 0 , (4.30)
Clearly, this modification of the gauge field exactly parallels what we found in section 3.
In particular, as pointed out in [38], the B-twisted super Yang-Mills carries the Wilson line
as a topological observable,
W(C) = tr
(
P exp
[∮
C
dxµ(Aµ − iΦµ)
])
, δ(Aµ − iΦµ) = 0 . (4.31)
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4.3 Discussions
A-model In subsection 4.1, we mentioned that the A-twisted super Yang-Mills theory
computes Casson invariant. Let us restrict our attention to the simplest gauge group
SU(2). Via the MP map, it corresponds to the SU(2)× SU(2) linear model. Therefore, we
suspect that the latter should also capture the SU(2) Casson invariant. Let us give some
further heuristic arguments supporting this intriguing possibility.
The first step in taking the MP map is to give a constant non-zero vev for the scalar
field in the Chern-Simons sigma model:
Zα = vα1 2×2 , (4.32)
which leads to (4.11) through (4.6). We use the notation in which the gauge group acts
on Z by Z → UΦU˜−1. The vev (4.32) makes sense even when the three-manifold and
the gauge bundle have non-trivial topology as long as the two SU(2) bundles share the
same topology; the choice of vev (4.32) further assumes the same trivialization for the two
bundles. The precise value of vα is not important because the R-symmetry and scale in-
variance relate any non-zero value of the vev. The vev (4.32) breaks the gauge group into
the diagonal subgroup, under which the matter fields transform in the adjoint represen-
tation. Now, note that the Q-closed part of the Lagrangian of the A-model (3.19) reduces
precisely to the super-BF theory (4.1)! 6
Assuming that the contribution from the conformal (zero-vev) point does not spoil ev-
erything, our arguments would imply that the A-model offers a new way to understand
the equivalence [33] between super-Yang-Mills and super-BF theories, both of which com-
pute Casson invariant.
The MP map also gives a hint on how to carry over the relation between Yang-Mills
and Rozansky-Witten theories to the Chern-Simons sigma model context. In showing
that themoduli space of the vacua of the (physical) SU(2) Yang-Mills theory is the Atiyah-
Hitchin space, the correction to themoduli spacemetric due to instantons is crucial. As we
showed above, the Chern-Simons sigma model shares the same instantons as the Yang-
Mills theory. The argument based on fermion zero mode counting [35] seems to work
equally well in the Chern-Simons setup, so we find it plausible that in the “off-diagonal”
part of the moduli space of vacua again becomes the Atiyah-Hitchin space.
Perturbation theorymay illuminate different aspects of the A-model. A crucial step in
the perturbative analysis is to verify topological invariance by the so-called IHX relation
[37]. As emphasized in [15], the A-model is a combination of pure Chern-Simons and
Rozansky-Witten theories. It would be very interesting to figure out how the gauge fields
and matter fields conspire to give a new example of the IHX relation.
B-model In the B-model, the relation to pure Chern-Simons could be more direct, since
the topological part of the B-model Lagrangian is already a pure Chern-Simons action, al-
6There is another parallel between the two theories. The super-BF theory (4.1) was originally introduced
as a Chern-Simons theory whose gauge group is a super-group [32]. The same interpretation was given to
the A-model in [15].
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beit with a modified gauge field; see (3.37) and (3.38). The shift of the gauge field is purely
imaginary and leads to a complex gauge field. Of course, this does not imply complexi-
fication of the underlying gauge symmetry. Perhaps surprisingly, however, complexified
gauge symmetry does play a role in some context.
Marcus [26] studied a twisted D = 4, N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory and showed
that the instanton equation is the flat connection condition for the complex gauge field:
F+µν = 0. Moreover, he showed that complexified gauge group somehow plays an impor-
tant role in understanding the moduli space of flat connections. An interpretation of this
observation was given by Baulieu [39] who re-interepreted the N = 4 Yang-Mills theory
as a complexification of the N = 2 theory.
Whether a similar story holds for our B-model and its Yang-Mills cousin is an open
question. If so, the B-model may even be related to recent developments (see, e.g., [40]
and references therein) in pure Chern-Simons theories with complex gauge groups.
Quantization Finally, it may be helpful to study Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) quantization of
the new theories as the BV quantization facilitates comparison between different gauges
which illuminates different aspects of the same theory. The BV quantization of Rozansky-
Witten theory has been done recently [41] following the AKSZ prescription [42].
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Appendix
A. Some details of computations
Notations on spinors Spinor indices run α = +,−. Indices are raised or lowered by real
antisymmetric matrices ǫαβ and ǫ
αβ satisfying ǫαβǫ
βγ = δ γα .
ψα = ǫαβψ
β, ψα = ǫαβψβ.
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Space-time metric has signature (−++). The γ-matrices (γµ) βα satisfy the relations
γµγν + γνγµ = 2ηµν, γ[µγνγρ] = εµνρ. (ε012 = 1)
The matrices (ǫγµ)αβ are real symmetric. Vectors such as xµ and ∂µ are expressed as bi-
spinors
xαβ = xµ(ǫγµ)
αβ, ∂αβ = −(γµǫ)αβ∂µ.
Spinor indices in the standard position will be omitted.
ψθ ≡ ψαθα, θ2 = θαθα, ψγµθ = ψα(γµ) βα θβ, etc.
Nilpotency of the A-model Let us consider some details in (3.16).
[{Qα,Qβ}, qAγ ] = −i(ǫβγHAα + ǫαγHAβ )
= −i(tm)AB(µm)αβqBγ. (A.1)
In the second line, we used
ǫαβq
A
γ + ǫβγq
A
α + ǫγαq
A
β = 0. (A.2)
In checking the nilpotency on λA, it is useful to note that
[Qα, H
A
β ] = −
1
2
(tm)AB(µm)αβλ
B − 1
2
ǫαβ(t
m)AC(tm)BDq
C
γq
DγλB. (A.3)
In checking nilpotency of h˜A in the AB-model (3.44), the following relation can be useful
(t˜m)AB(tm)CDq
C
β H
D
α q˜
B + (α↔ β) = −
(
1
4
fmnp(t˜
m)AB(µ
p)γα(µ
n)γβq˜
B + (α↔ β)
)
. (A.4)
Proof of an identity Let us denote the left hand side of (3.41) by B. Then
B = 1
2
Smµ (t˜m)AB q˜
A{γµ,γν}Dνq˜B
=
1
2
(t˜m)AB(t˜m)CD
(
(q˜CD/ q˜B)(q˜Aq˜D) + (q˜Aγµq˜D)(q˜CDµq˜
B)
)
. (A.5)
where we used the following Fierz identity,
(γµ)
β
α (γµ)
δ
σ = 2δ
β
σδ
δ
α − δβαδδσ . (A.6)
The second term of (A.5) becomes
1
2
(t˜m)AB(t˜m)CD(q˜
Aγµq˜D)(q˜CDµq˜
B) = −B −B + 1
2
(t˜m)AB(t˜m)CD(q˜
CD/ q˜B)(q˜A q˜D),
while
(t˜m)AB(t˜m)CD(q˜
CD/ q˜B)(q˜A q˜D) = 3ωABH˜
AD/ q˜B . (A.7)
Thus (3.41) is proved.
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